
 

Memorandum 20-039 
TO:  Mayor Castner and Homer City Council  

FROM:  Katie Koester, City Manager 

DATE:  March  5, 2020 

SUBJECT:   HAWSP Worksession follow up on Reso 20-012(A) 

The purpose of this memo is to help Council debate questions raised in Resolution 20-012(A) and come 
up with policy recommendations to guarantee adequate Council oversight of the fund. As Council 
discusses each bullet point below, it would be helpful to come to a consensus on the policy 
recommendation presented, including changes, for incorporation into the HAWSP Policy Manual.  
 

• What is an appropriate metric to gauge the health of the HAWSP fund? 
Debt service ratio has not been a useful metric, in part because of the complexity of timing (when to 
apply it) and how it has been applied. For example, if there has been a major expenditure and debt 
incurred, yet no revenue collected in the prior year for that debt, the ratio will be off. Careful thought 
needs to be put into the timing and criteria. I would suggest that the numbers come from sources like 
the annual budget and/or audit. It is important that the metrics used to gauge fiscal health address 
both comfort level for borrowing and ability to make payments. This can be achieved through a combo 
of metrics.  
 
Because so many changes have occurred with HAWSP in 2019, we are using draft numbers in the 
sample calculations. However, it would be more accurate in the future to use the most recent final 
audit numbers when performing financial analysis of HAWSP.  
 
Forward funding. One potential metric could be making sure the fund has enough in it according to 
the prior year audit to pay for the upcoming budgeted year payment. This is essentially forward 
funding the fund.   Using current (unaudited) numbers, the City would have $1,385,553 to put toward 
HAWSP projects (not including borrowing): 
 
12/31/19 Unaudited Fund balance $2,387,160 
2020 debt payments due $1,001,607 

 
Debt Service Ratio. For this to work, the debt service ratio needs to be adequately defined and 
understood as a snapshot in time using the most recent audited numbers. City of Homer debt service 
ratio is 2.22; using 2019 unaudited numbers. I would suggest defining debt service ratio in the HAWSP 
policy manual as: 

  
HAWSP Revenue (Assessment Revenue + Sales Tax Revenue + Interest Income) 



__________________________________________ 
Scheduled Annual Payments 

• What we are owed. Taking into account how much the City is owed in debt over time gives an idea of 
our ability to pay debt that has been incurred. Comparing this number to our debt schedule will give 
Council a comfort level for when to take on new debt.   As of 12/31/19, we are owed $3,365,162 in 
HAWSP assessments. 

 
• How often should Council review the health of the HAWSP fund?  

My suggestion is to review HAWSP annually on a scheduled basis – I would recommend June/July 
when water and sewer rates are established. Otherwise, the review will fall through the cracks. 
However, because audit does not get finalized until the fall, this means you will be using data that is a 
year and a half old in your analysis. For this reason, you may want to review HAWSP in December or 
January when the most current numbers are available.  
 

• Should pending HAWSP projects be taken into considering when evaluating the health of the 
fund? 
I think the best way to do that is for finance to prepare a fiscal note that takes into account the 
assumptions of the SAD and tells Council, if passed, what that would do to the health of the fund (or 
the previously established metric). To do that, Finance has proposed a fiscal analysis be presented 
early in the SAD process as part of the improvement plan that takes into account, all other variables 
being equal, the impact of the project on the fund in both the short term and the long term. For 
example, borrowing for a new project in the short term will show an influx to the fund, while in a few 
years out it will increase debt. This is why Council needs a multiyear analysis to truly understand the 
long term impact of a project on the fund. This real time picture would be provided in addition to the 
annual review during water and sewer rate.  
 

• How should system-wide projects be evaluated and prioritized versus citizen-initiated SADs? 
Mayor has mentioned that the City’s share should be paid in cash and not financed. This could be 
spelled out in the HAWSP policy manual, taking into consideration that a major city wide 
infrastructure project (like the water treatment plant) would still require financing. Other expend 
 

• Should the fees be increased to initiate a SAD? 
There is substantial effort involved in initiating a SAD. Neighboring communities charge: Kodiak and 
Wasilla $0; Soldotna $500; KPB $1,000; Kenai $1,500. Staff recommends increasing the fee to initiate a 
SAD from $100 to $1,000.  
 

• The current method of establishing HAWSP SADs is first come first served, tracked by the Clerk’s 
office. Is this the most appropriate method or should a different method be employed?  
I think, and the Clerk’s office agrees, it would be complicated to do it another way and would have to 
be done much like a grant process with an application period and criteria. It takes a long time to go 
from a property owner triggering the process to the City receiving its first payment. For example, with 
Eric lane it took 2 years and 8 months. 
 
Eric lane: 
July, 2015: Petition circulated by City Clerk  
October, 2017:  Assessment roll confirmed 
March, 2018: First payment due 



 
Enc: 
DRAFT 2016 Memo from Planning Commission (incomplete recommendations) 
2020 Memo from Planning Commission and attachments 
Resolution 20-012(A) 
HAWSP Reconciliation requested by Mayor Castner 



 

 

TO:  MAYOR ZAK AND HOMER CITY COUNCIL 

THROUGH: KATIE KOESTER, CITY MANAGER 

FROM:  RICK ABBOUD, CITY PLANNER 

DATE:  November 30, 2016 

SUBJECT: HAWSP Recommendations 

 

 Introduction 

The Planning Commission was asked to review the HAWSP and make recommendations regarding the 
application of a 1.25 debt service ratio.  

Recommendation: 
The Planning Commission has developed recommendations regarding the HAWSP policies in consideration 
of the following:   

- How the City should apply the debt service ratio? 
- When the debt service ratio should be calculated? 
- When pending HAWSP projects should be inputted into the debt service ratio calculation? 
- A process for keeping track of and prioritizing special assessment district requests that occur while a 

moratorium on new districts is in effect. 
- A process for lifting and implementing a moratorium on water and sewer special assessment district 

projects. 

 

These concerns are interrelated and the answers are dependent on thought of the entire process and are not 
easily broken down in response to each individual question. Staff Report PL16-47 contains the thought that 
the Commission supported. Specific recommendations include: 

- The Finance Department should report the debt service ratio quarterly to the City Council and City 
Manager. 

- Increase the application fee to $1000.00. 

 

1. How and when should the debt service be applied and calculated: 
- Current fiscal experience should be used for calculations and application. 
- It can be calculated at any time. It was recommended to provide quarterly updates and have some 

discussion at time of budget adoption. A moratorium may be lifted by the City Council at any time the 
debt ratio has room for a project. 



 
 

2. The consideration for the input of projects. 
- The projects are recommended to be considered on a first come basis. The City Clerk can take 

applications and track them. 
3. Input of projects into the debt service ratio.   
- Projects should be inputted into the ratio as soon as an estimate is available.  

These policy guidelines are general in nature and all come with policy implications. The Commission feels 
that the City Council will need to have the latitude to evaluate the particular concerns that apply to the 
specific proposals they may see.  

 

Policy implications.  

1. A more detailed report of the effect of the various loan terms may allow the Council to plan better for 
the future.  

While the recommendation is to make decisions based on the real-time debt service ratio, several elements 
of the figure could give a clearer picture of the future. The lion’s share of our tax revenue is collected in the 
third quarter and drives the trend in collection experience, so it is useful to have the current figure. A 
breakdown of debt retirement would also be a useful planning tool. This program has generally been used to 
cover the financing of long-term debt. Projects started in 1998 may still be on the books. A table displaying 
the impact of debt retirement on the debt ratio would help in getting a better vision of the future of the fund. 

 

2. The first come policy regarding project consideration has some concerns in particular scenarios. 

Many think of the projects as citizen initiated SAD’s, but the fund is also used for what some may think of as 
maintenance or general system upgrades (think water plant and tank, even Kachemak Drive Phase Three). 
There is a competition between these two different types of projects, which have priority? We should build a 
projected needs list for the maintenance and system upgrades that include at least a rough estimate. These 
needs with timeline should be part of the debt service ratio analysis. 

A subcategory of the concern listed above is what I call the large verses small. We may have to wait a long 
time for the debt service ratio to accept a project of several million dollars; in the meantime, we may have 
requests for a project costing a hundred thousand. Should the fund sit idle, waiting to fund a large project 
that has a considerable impact on the debt service ratio and forego consideration of other smaller projects? 
I believe the answer is, ‘it depends’. This is where a value judgement by the Council will be necessary.  

It is very difficult to prescribe a particular policy procedure   

 

3. Input into debt service ratio. 

It can take up to four months to get results of petitions to show interest and developing a rough cost estimate. 
It would be best to consider a project ‘encumbered’ as soon as it is considered. An estimate should be 
inputted into the ratio when initially determining the probable lots to be served. It would only be withdrawn 
at the time that the project has become unfeasible.  

 

 



 
 

 

Technical implications 

 

1. We may need legal guidance to create the process to lift a moratorium. It could be accomplished many 
ways, including just following standards for project queueing in regards to acceptable debt service 
ratios. In consideration of the current and forecasted ratio, we may have a list of projects waiting for 
a favorable debt ratio. 

2. We may want to declare our project list in order of priority. This might be done annually and would 
provide the debt service ratio goal needed in order commence with a project. 

3. A policy needs to be developed regarding the timing of the charge for initiating a project. If there is an 
unfavorable debt service ratio, a project might be on hold for some time. We could consider some sort 
of deposit to get it on the list and then an expectation of collecting the full amount prior to 
commencing a project. 

 
 
 
Concerns with current understanding of policy and process. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Attachments 
Draft Ordinance  

 







































































































































































 

Memorandum PL 20-04 
TO:  MAYOR CASTNER AND HOMER CITY COUNCIL 

FROM:  PLANNING COMMISSION 

THRU:  RENEE KRAUSE, MMC, DEPUTY CITY CLERK 

DATE:  FEBRUARY 27, 2020 

SUBJECT: RECOMMENDATIONS ON HAWSP SPECIAL ASSESSMENT DISTRICT EVALUATION 
CRITERIA  

The Planning Commission discussed and reviewed the HAWSP Policy Manual, pertinent 
information from Title 17.02 related to Special Assessment Districts, Resolution 20-012(A), 
Ordinance 99-14(S)(A), Water/Sewer Systems from the Comprehensive Plan (pages 6-4 through 
6-7) at their regular meeting on February 19, 2020 under New Business. After a lengthy 
discussion the Commission recommended the following: 

 
- System wide projects should be evaluated and prioritized using the Comprehensive Plan 

Land Use Recommendations (Pages A-2 thru A-10) 
- Increasing the application fee to appropriately cover the costs and Staff time involved in 

the process 
- Refer funding considerations to the Finance Department  
- Create and Use a Decision Tree for Approval of Small and Large Projects to be Funded by 

HAWSP including questions such as the following: 
o Does it solve an untenable issue? 
o Will it increase maintenance costs? 
o Will it lead to declining rates by providing necessary improvement to the system? 
o Is it a choice between water or sewer? 
o Is there as health and safety issue? 
o Is there funding available? 

 
Following is the minutes excerpt of the Planning Commission February 19, 2020 regular 
meeting. 
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Recommendations on HWSP SAD Evaluation CriteriaMemo PL 20-04 to Council HAWSP Recommendations on SAD 
 
Excerpt from the February 19, 2020 Meeting Minutes 
NEW BUSINESS 
 

A. Staff Report 20-17, SAD Priorities for the HAWSP 
 
Vice Chair Smith introduced the item by reading of the title into the record. 
 
City Planner Abboud reviewed Staff Report 20-17 and pointed out the following: 

- Funding for HAWSP is 3/4 of one percent original ballot language was provided and  
any projects related to water and sewer are eligible not just special assessment districts 

- The manual listed 10 project criteria that apply to all HAWSP funded projects 
- Briefly outlined Title 17 requirements for formation of a Special Assessment District 
- The Commission previously recommended using the Land Use Map to prioritize the projects. 
- It would be helpful to have the answers to the previously submitted questions before the Commission 

can provide criteria for evaluating special assessment district applications 
- Difficulties are presented when trying to separate funding special assessment districts from other 

projects such as water plant debt, system maintenance, and knowing what the current balance of the 
fund is; any future obligations; and what the projected revenue would be. 

 
Discussion between the Commission and staff ensued with comments, questions and statements on the 
following: 

- Current number of waiting applications and inquiries 
- Water only projects without sewer, and the health and safety issues that may result 
- The cost to bring water to specific areas of the city 
- How will they maintain the funding if all projects are approved. 
- What the fund balance actually was or is and how that will be maintained 

 
Commissioner Bentz commented that the challenge is understanding the feasibility of projects and once that 
feasibility is determined the Council as the decision making body should prioritize which projects get funded. 
She continued by stating that the criteria is the method to determine if a project is feasible and could be 
funded. Such things as does the project close a loop, similar to a conditional use permit, should be 
considered. Then if it is considered feasible in the next phase Council should have a decision tree to  
determine which projects get funded so if they are presented with 10 projects they can use the decision tree 
to make that decision.  
Commissioner Bentz further noted that the Municipality of Anchorage is incorporating decision trees into 
their policy documents and it is really great tool. She posed the question, “Do they start out with this higher 
level concept? It is great for prioritization, considering such points as is it a critical need, does it get ranked 
higher or when they get into the prioritizing by different zoning districts. She believed that the Commission 
can assist in providing feedback on specific points in the decision making process but it is not making 
recommendations to whether to fund a $10 million dollar project or a $1 million dollar project. That is a 
decision for Council. If the Commission recommends points in their decision making for prioritization that 
were relevant for planning that is where the Commission could provide more specific recommendations as 
far as how the decision tree would look. 
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Vice Chair Smith commented that these projects are budget driven and the Commission does not understand 
the budget as the Council is presumed to understand; and questioned whether the first come first serve 
concept is the best approach since that does not necessarily take into account the larger community. If the 
decision tree concept includes evaluation of project funding based upon the greatest need, does a particular 
SAD facilitate maximum spread of resources. He recommended creating two decision trees based on the 
funding request, one where smaller projects can be based on first come first serve and then larger projects 
have a different process. 
 
Commissioner Bentz suggested using a decision process like the Capital Improvement Plan for projects 
noting the small and large projects that are included in that process and that could be reviewed annually by 
Council. 
 
Deputy City Clerk Krause provided a summary of the current process that is outlined in Title 17 for the 
Commission and that receipt of applications are variable throughout the year in response to questions.  
 
Commissioner Bentz suggested an annual approval period with applications accepted at any time of the year 
and building out the application process so that criteria met in the first phase before presented to Council 
and they are making decisions on a feasible project that is supported by the neighborhood. Council could 
approve the projects in March. 
 
Deputy City Clerk Krause stated that letters were sent to the two applicants that were interested in forming a 
SAD, when the moratorium was implemented, that they could reapply, in response to question from City 
Planner Abboud.  
 
Further discussion, comments and questions on the following ensued: 

- System wide projects should be evaluated and prioritized using the Comprehensive Plan Future Land 
Use Map 

- Increasing the application fee to appropriately cover the costs and Staff time involved in the process 
- Refer funding considerations to the Finance Department  
- Include questions from the third paragraph on page 3 of Staff Report 20-17(page 57 of the packet) 

 
Commissioner Bentz noted in reference to that paragraph when recommending the use of a decision tree 
these criteria could be used by Council such as: 

- Is this a health and safety issue 
- Will it increase maintenance costs 
- Is there XX amount of funding available 

 
City Planner Abboud reiterated using the Land Use map and avoiding future rural residential districts. 
 



City of Homer
HAWSP Reconciliation

Thru 2019

2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019

Actual Actual Actual Actual Actual Actual Actual Actual Actual Actual Actual Actual Actual Actual

Beginning Balance (7,485,290)        (9,812,807)             (10,390,612)          (8,383,969)              (4,055,679)             (3,961,861)             (3,199,283)             (2,999,286)             (2,788,210)             (4,181,689)     (4,644,761)     (3,940,743)     (3,356,086)      (2,748,991)       

Revenue

Sales Tax -                        -                             -                             1,072,222                  1,101,563                1,179,108                1,174,683                1,217,246                1,247,502                1,255,613         1,275,554         1,307,539         1,244,495          1,570,211          

Reimbursements -                        -                             -                             -                               24,847                      -                             -                             -                             -                             -                     -                     -                     -                      -                       

Assessment Revenue 1,432,082           -                             1,653,621                76,084                        311,183                    225,756                    216,056                    199,598                    383,117                    416,596            532,535            378,457            485,043             607,034              

Interest Income -                        -                             -                             9,726                          2,746                         -                             -                             -                             -                             -                     2,629                 -                     -                      -                       

Penalties/Interest -                        -                             -                             -                               -                             -                             -                             -                             -                             -                     -                     -                     -                      -                       

Assessment Interest 20,961                 47,290                      65,183                      60,774                        62,344                      52,965                      46,536                      44,226                      54,970                      60,975               68,057               55,864               58,557                43,470                

Other Grants (1,432,082)          -                             (1,653,621)               (76,084)                      -                             -                             -                             -                             -                             -                     -                     -                     -                      -                       

Other Revenue -                        -                             -                             -                               -                             -                             -                             -                             -                             -                     -                     -                     -                      100,011              

Transfer In -                        -                             -                             130                              -                             -                             -                             -                             -                             -                     -                     -                     -                      4,063,561          

Operating Transfer 433,292               728,493                    698,642                    -                               -                             -                             -                             -                             -                             -                     -                     -                     -                      -                       

Total Revenue 454,253              775,783                  763,825                  1,142,852                1,502,682              1,457,829              1,437,275              1,461,070              1,685,588              1,733,185       1,878,774       1,741,861       1,788,095        6,384,287        

Expenditures

Professional Services -                        -                             -                             -                               388                            -                             -                             -                             114,516                    -                     -                     -                     -                      -                       

Engr/Arch/Design -                        -                             -                             -                               -                             -                             -                             -                             2,975                         -                     -                     -                     -                      -                       

GF Admin Fees -                        -                             -                             377,840                     256,478                    252,352                    277,595                    143,012                    104,720                    144,206            138,289            135,856            137,309             143,856              

Construction -                        -                             -                             76,084                        -                             7,468                         -                             -                             -                             -                     -                     -                     -                      -                       

Debt Payment - Principal -                        -                             -                             -                               989,752                    977,814                    834,681                    811,620                    812,933                    868,608            859,415            855,836            892,157             881,066              

Debt Payment - Interest 139,386               131,855                    83,618                      109,764                     162,246                    168,909                    158,704                    145,435                    186,490                    289,320            177,053            165,511            151,533             148,700              

Deferred Loss Expense 2,603                    2,603                         -                             -                               -                             -                             -                             -                             -                             -                     -                     -                     -                      -                       

Bond Issue Fees 2,824                    2,824                         0                                 -                               -                             -                             -                             -                             -                             -                     -                     -                     -                      -                       

Transfers to 2,636,957           1,216,306                1,991,975                7,636,035                  534,728                    1,451,149                1,532,027                149,926                    277,421                    894,122            -                     -                     -                      74,514                

Proceeds from LT Debt -                        -                             -                             -                               (534,728)                  (2,162,442)               (1,565,730)               -                             -                             -                     -                     -                     -                      -                       

De-obligation Revenues -                        -                             -                             -                               -                             -                             -                             -                             1,580,014                -                     -                     -                     -                      -                       

Total Expenditures 2,781,770          1,353,587              2,075,594              8,199,723                1,408,864              695,251                  1,237,278              1,249,994              3,079,067              2,196,256       1,174,757       1,157,204       1,180,999        1,248,136        

Change in Net Assets (2,327,517)        (577,804)                 (1,311,769)             (7,056,871)              93,818                     762,579                  199,997                  211,076                  (1,393,479)             (463,072)         704,017           584,657           607,095            5,136,151        

Ending Balance (9,812,807)        (10,390,612)          (11,702,381)          (15,440,840)            (3,961,861)             (3,199,283)             (2,999,286)             (2,788,210)             (4,181,689)             (4,644,761)     (3,940,743)     (3,356,086)     (2,748,991)      2,387,160        

"Transfer In" Detail

Project Closeout (Ord 19-57(S-2))

   215-0834: Kachemak Dr Water Main Phase III 158                      

   215-0836: Old Cast Iron Water Main Rep De 5,693                   

   215-0835: Water System Distr/Storage 21,078                

   215-0859: East End W/S Expansion 507,994              

   215-0865: Design Water Plant 427,557              

Reclass FB - W/S Operations to HAWSP (Ord 19-58) 3,101,082          

Total Transfer In -                       -                            -                            -                              -                            -                            -                            -                            -                            -                     -                     -                     -                      4,063,561        

"Transfer To" Detail

Project Closeout (Ord 19-57(S-2))

   215-0815: Bartlett/Hohe Reconstruction 53,786                

   215-0829: East End Road PVC Pipe Replacement 15,276                

   215-0837: Shellfish Ave/South Slope Water Main 5,200                   

Reclass Unreimbursed Expenditure 252

Total Transfer To -                       -                            -                            -                              -                            -                            -                            -                            -                            -                     -                     -                     -                      74,514               

Fund 205 - HAWSP

Reconcilation

Updated 2/28/20
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 Appendix A – Land Use Recommendations
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Appendix A

Land Use Designation Categories

INTRODUCTION

Homer’s existing set of land uses and built environment offers much to be commended and retained. 
Two qualities in particular stand out as strengths: 

Mix of uses 

Homer has a freewheeling, organic character. In many parts of town, land uses – residential, office, 
retail, storage, industrial, and open space – are freely mixed. This style breaks common rules of 
traditional planning, but in most instances the result is attractive and functional. This eclectic mix of 
uses fits together with little or no conflicts, and helps create Homer’s unique, well-liked character. 

1. Building appearance

Homer has an organic building aesthetic where the majority of buildings “fit.” Many are 
actually quite attractive, while relatively few stand out as offensive or out-of-place. 

2. Development aesthetic

Homer has a widespread site development aesthetic that is also quite attractive. Many 
commercial lots in Homer feature hand-crafted informal signage, natural landscaping, and 
a comfortable, natural fit with the land. This contrasts with the buildings and parking areas 
in many Alaskan communities (e.g., Wasilla) where development is rarely pleasing to the 
eye.  

In many instances these qualities exist in spite of, or possibly out of, compliance with the City’s zoning 
rules. In light of these realities, the function of an updated zoning code for the City of Homer should 
be to strengthen and institutionalize the styles and patterns most builders and developers are already 
following. Care needs to be taken that simplistic zoning rules don’t damage the more, unique home-
grown qualities that give Homer its special character. At the same time, odds are good that future 
developers may not know the “unwritten rules” that have made past development generally attractive. 

For these reasons and to implement comprehensive plan policies, Homer needs to upgrade and revise 
its existing zoning code. As part of this comprehensive plan, a “land use designation map” has been 
prepared identifying intended land uses, working from the existing zoning map. This product is not 
as detailed or specific as a zoning map, but does express the general land use strategies of the 
comprehensive plan. This map is a starting point in the process of amending the zoning code to refine 
and implement these general policies. A particular focus of this land use designation map is to use 
mixed use zoning practices that focus more on offsite impacts and building forms and less on controls 
on the specific type of use. This approach provides necessary guidance while still preserving the unique 
and functional character of the community. 

Between the adoption of the 2008 Comprehensive Plan and the 2018 plan, several parts of the 
community were rezoned, zoning district text was amended, and the East End Mixed Use district 
created. The following descriptions of land uses are split into two parts: proposed new zoning districts, 
and existing zoning districts. The Land Use Recommendations Map depicts the areas of the 
community where the proposed new districts could be implemented. A map of the existing zoning 
districts, as of the draft of this plan, can be found in Appendix C, Background Land Use Information.
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NEW LAND USE CATEGORIES

RT (RESIDENTIAL TRANSITIONAL) 

 Intent The R-2 district is intended to provide a transitional residential zone between 
higher and lower density residential or residential office developments with a focus on 
residential land uses. Densities in this area will be in between the lower density rural 
residential zone (R-3) and the more urban, higher density uses in the R-1 district.

 Primary Use Medium-density residential including single-family and duplex; provide for 
a scale, density, and character of residential development appropriate for locations 
between urban and rural residential areas.

 Other Uses, Allowances, and Specifications

- Areas generally served by water and sewer or likely to be served in the future; full city 
services.

- Moderate lot size minimums (for example,10,000 square foot lots for single family 
homes).

- Allows second units and duplexes by right (both subject to standards).

- Allows bed-and-breakfasts by right; other small scale accommodations1 allowed with 
administrative review. (For purposes of this plan a B&B defined as lodging where 
owner proprietor resides on site – see footnote for details.)

- Allows home-based businesses by right (subject to standards); allows some larger non-
retail business activities subject to administrative review. 

  Development standards 

- Encourage retention of quasi-rural character. 

- Encourage attractive diverse housing types (vs. “cookie-cutter” subdivisions). 

- Encourage open space subdivisions as alternative to more typical lot layouts.

DT (DOWNTOWN MIXED USE) 

 Intent The intent of the DT district is to provide a mixed use business district in the core 
area of Homer, with safe, pleasant, and attractive circulation for pedestrians and vehicles.

 Primary Use Provide a concentrated, centrally located district in the center of Homer for 
a mixture of urban uses, including general retail shopping, personal and professional 
services, educational institutions, entertainment establishments, restaurants and related 
businesses, civic uses, recreation and residential uses. Create high quality public spaces 
(sidewalks, trails, gathering areas) and encourage pedestrian movement throughout the 
area; allow for a mixture of residential and commercial uses with conflicts resolved in favor 
of commercial uses. 

 Other Uses, Allowances and Specifications

- Areas served by public water and sewer, full range of other urban services
- Allow and encourage densities typical of small town, “main street” settings (sufficient 

concentration of uses to encourage circulation by foot). 
- Residential densities – multi-family dwellings; for example, up to 6 units per acre 

allowed by right; up to 14 units per acre with administrative review.
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- Minimal building setbacks to create a friendly, pedestrian-oriented streetscape. 
- Encourage parking off-site (e.g., allowing payment of a fee in lieu of meeting on-site 

parking standards, through shared parking arrangements, through reducing on-site 
requirements by providing public parking and protected pedestrian ways).

 Development standards include:
- Create an attractive, pedestrian-oriented environment (e.g., windows and doors that 

are close to the street, landscaped parking, standards to humanize buildings such as 
clearly articulated entries).

- Advisory guidelines re design character, so buildings and other structures within the 
district are compatible with one another and with the surrounding area.

- Consider establishing an overlay zone for Old Town so buildings in that portion of 
the district feature an “Old Homer” historical character. 

- Consider establishing a University district.

MEDICAL DISTRICT

 Intent Acknowledge demand for medical services will increase with a larger, aging 
population. Enact zoning regulations that allow medical services to expand with the 
growing need for life long medical care, in a localized area near the hospital.   

- Work with area residents and business owners to identify desirable neighborhood 
character and appropriate performance standards such as building bulk and scale, 
density, signage, lighting and parking lot development. 

- Other issues may be identified and addressed through the zoning process.

EXISTING LAND USE CATEGORIES

RESIDENTIAL

UR (URBAN RESIDENTIAL) 

 Intent The R-1 district is intended to provide more intense residential development in the 
city core, in a manner that matches Homer’s small town character and encourages 
increased densities near pedestrian-oriented commercial areas.

 Primary Use Medium and medium-high density residential including single-family, 
duplex, and multiple-family; allow for a variety in housing types and housing price levels. 

 Other Uses, Allowances, and Specifications

- Areas generally served by water and sewer; central locations with excellent access to a 
range of urban services and facilities.

- Residential is primary use; but allows for other uses where these uses maintain 
residential character.

- Moderate lot size minimums (for example, 6000 square foot lots for single family 
homes).

- Allows bed and breakfasts by right, allows second units and duplexes by right (both 
subject to standards). (For purposes of this plan, a B&B is defined as lodging where 
owner proprietor resides on site.)
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- Allows home-based businesses by right (subject to standards).

 Development standards 

- Encourage attractive, diverse housing types (vs. “cookie-cutter” subdivisions).

- Ensure newer housing is compatible with character of older neighborhoods (for 
example, by requiring transitional densities, buffer uses).

RR (RURAL RESIDENTIAL) 

 Intent The R-3 district is intended to provide areas for low density residential 
development and limited agricultural pursuits. 

 Primary Use Low-density residential development in outlying locations, generally with 
less services and/or lower level of service than in urban areas. 

 Other Uses, Allowances, and Specifications

- Areas generally not served by water and sewer, nor likely to be served in the near 
future. 

- Larger lot sizes or cluster subdivisions to preserve sense of open space.  

- Allows accessory housing units by right (subject to standards).

- Allows bed and breakfasts by right, subject to standards (for purposes of this plan 
B&B defined as lodging where owner proprietor resides on site)

- Allows home-based businesses by right, subject to standards; allows some larger non-
retail business activities subject to administrative review.

 Development standards 

- Option for higher densities and cluster development. Encourage open space 
subdivisions as alternative to more typical lot layouts.

- Ensure newer housing is compatible with character of older neighborhoods. 

COMMERCIAL AND MIXED USE

CBD (CENTRAL BUSINESS DISTRICT)

 Intent The intent of the CBD commercial district is to provide a mixed use business 
district in the core area of Homer, with greater allowance for vehicular use than in the 
Downtown district, but still with a character that encourages pedestrian use. 

 Primary Use Provide a centrally located area within the City for a mixture of urban uses 
and activities, including general retail shopping, personal and professional services, 
educational institutions, entertainment establishments, restaurants and related businesses, 
civic uses, recreation, and residential uses. Allow a mixture of residential and commercial 
uses but conflicts resolved in favor of business. 

 Other Uses, Allowances, and Specifications

- Areas served by public water and sewer, full range of other urban services
- Allow and encourage relatively high densities (sufficient concentration of uses to 

encourage circulation by foot).
- On-site parking required (option for shared parking with an approved parking plan).
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- Residential densities – for example, multi-family up to 6 units per acre - allowed by 
right  

 Development standards include:
- Create an attractive, pedestrian-oriented environment (e.g., landscaped parking, 

standards to humanize buildings such as clearly articulated entries).
- Advisory guidelines regarding design character, so buildings and other structures 

within the district are compatible with one another and with the surrounding area.
- Control signage to maintain visual quality (for example, avoid large, highly illuminated 

signs).

RO (RESIDENTIAL OFFICE) 

 Intent The intent of the RO district is to allow for a range of residential and residential 
compatible uses. While allowing office, certain commercial and other business uses, 
buildings and sites must have a scale and character similar to single family detached or 
small multi-family homes. This district serves as a transition zone between commercial 
and residential neighborhoods. 

 Primary Use Provide a mix of low-density to medium-density residential uses with certain 
specified businesses and offices which may include professional services, administrative 
services and/or personal services, but does not include direct retail or wholesale 
transactions except for sales which are incidental to the provision of services. 

 Other Uses, Allowances, and Specifications

- Areas served by public water and sewer, full range of other urban services, close to 
other urban services. 

- Moderate lot size minimums (for example, 7500 square feet); allows for attached 
housing.

- Guide use to create/maintain an attractive highway environment
 Design and development standard 

- Required (not advisory) standards to maintain residential character/residential scale of 
buildings (e.g., height, setbacks, parking location, signage).

- Advisory design guidelines regarding building style (e.g., use of materials, architectural 
style). 

- Allow for limited commercial signage, consistent with overall goal of retaining a largely 
residential character. 

G-MU (Gateway Mixed Use)

 Intent The intent of the G-MU district is to provide land uses that primarily cater to the 
tourism and visitor industry of Homer and to promote year round activity. The gateway 
district serves as the primary roadway entry into Homer. It will provide an attractive built 
environment and promote those uses that will not compete with the DT, CBD and GC 
districts.

 Primary Use Promote mixed-use development, with emphasis on the visitor industry. 
Serve needs and interests of the visitor industry, as well as year-round residents and 
Homer's role as the Gateway to Kachemak Bay (not to conflict w/CBD). Minimize future 
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traffic congestion along the Sterling Highway corridor and preserve the experience 
residents and visitors have when entering Homer by way of the Sterling Highway.

 Commercial uses are primary objective; focus on “Gateway” appropriate businesses such 
as visitor amenities, hotels – no gas stations, fast-food, strip development.

 Other Uses, Allowances, and Specifications

- Areas served by public water and sewer, full range of other urban services.
- Allow and encourage relatively high densities (sufficient concentration of uses to 

encourage circulation by foot).
- Residential densities – for example, multi-family up to 6 units per acre - allowed by 

right; higher densities with administrative review or use dimensional standards like 
CBD above.

 Development standards 
- Advisory guidelines re “Gateway” design character. 
- Encourage parking behind buildings (through appropriate set-back rules).
- Design standards that create an entry point the community can be proud of - attractive, 

pedestrian-oriented to a degree (e.g., landscaped parking).
- Control signage to maintain visual quality (for example, avoid large, highly illuminated 

signs).

E-MU (EAST END MIXED USE) 

 Intent The intent of the E-MU district is to allow a wide variety of commercial, industrial, 
and heavy industrial uses in a district with access to the boatyard, marine services, and the 
airport; and to ensure such uses, which are important to Homer’s economy, continue to 
have a viable location.

 Primary Use Mixed-use development with fewer constraints on uses than existing GC-1 
and GC-2. Designed to accommodate the wide range of uses found in the area today, as 
well as other future uses; examples include industrial, marine-oriented, construction 
services (including batch plants), storage, and artist workshops. Residential and retail are 
allowable, but residential/retail and commercial conflicts will be resolved in favor of 
commercial/industrial uses.

 Other Uses, Allowances and Specifications

- Allows for mixed use, live/work, provides larger lots than would be available in 
CBD.

- On-site parking required.
- Guide use to create/maintain an attractive highway environment.

 Development standards 
- Minimal – basic guidelines for parking, setbacks.
- Encourage basic landscaping.
- Properties adjacent to the Conservation zone should use best management practices 

when developing near the southern edge of the property. Strategies may include, but 
are not limited to, 100 foot buffer zones along the southern property lines adjacent to 
the conservation areas, tree retention (bird habitat, moose cover), habitat  and 
vegetation retention, and storm water and pollution management techniques. 
Developers are encouraged to use a combination of techniques to minimize impacts 
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within 100 feet of the south property line and to provide for storm water filtration. 
Development is encouraged to concentrate on the northern portions of these lots.

GC-1 (GENERAL COMMERCIAL 1)

 Intent The intent of the GC-1 district is to provide for auto-oriented business.
 Primary Use Provide for a diverse array of commercial, retail, and civic uses; commercial 

uses are primary objective. Applied in locations where the auto is primary means of access.
 Other Uses, Allowances, and Specifications

- Areas served by public water and sewer, full range of other urban services.
- Residential densities – for example, residential uses up to 6 units per acre allowed by 

right; higher densities with administrative review or use dimensional standards like 
CBD above.

- On-site parking required (option for shared parking with an approved parking plan).
- Guide use to create/maintain an attractive highway environment.

 Development standards include:
- Control signage to maintain visual quality (for example, avoid large, highly illuminated 

signs).
- Provide for safe pedestrian circulation. 

GC-2 (GENERAL COMMERCIAL-2)

 Intent The intent of the GC-2 district is to locate commercial and industrial uses where 
access to transportation infrastructure is a primary consideration. This district will also 
serve as a reserve to allow for future commercial and industrial expansion.

 Primary Use Promote a sound heavy commercial area within the community with good 
access to main roads, and reserve land for future industrial expansion. Designed to permit 
manufacturing, processing, assembly, packaging, or treatment of products within enclosed 
utilities and facilities required to serve these uses. Residential uses permitted, recognizing 
the primacy of light industrial and commercial activities. Residential uses limited; certain 
retail enterprises limited. Performance standards for heavy commercial uses, especially 
where the district abuts other zoning districts. Allows for heavier commercial uses – 
manufacturing, processing, packaging, and support of airport activities / needs.

 Other Uses, Allowances, and Specifications

- Accessible by vehicle/direct access.
- Allows for mixed use, live/work, provides larger lots than would be available in CBD
- On-site parking required.

 Development standards include: 
- Minimal – basic guidelines for parking, minimal setbacks
- Encourage basic landscaping, screening

MC (MARINE COMMERCIAL) (See also 2011 Homer Spit Comprehensive Plan)

Provide adequate space for the commercial needs which service and support water-dependent 
industries and facilities; encourage adequate separation between allied but potentially incompatible 
commercial and industrial uses while providing proximate locations for the mutual benefit of such 
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water-oriented commercial and water dependent industrial uses. Commercial enterprise permitted to 
the extent that it services and supports the water-dependent industries which are important to Homer's 
economic base (e.g., fishing, marine transportation, off-shore energy development, recreation, and 
tourism) and to the extent that location elsewhere creates unnecessary hardship for the users of such 
commercial services. Performance standards are required to minimize the impact of commercial 
development on the natural features on which it depends.
MI (MARINE INDUSTRIAL) (See also 2011 Homer Spit Comprehensive Plan)
Provide adequate space for those industrial uses that require direct marine access for their operation 
and to encourage the most efficient utilization of land. Promote marine-dependent industries 
important to Homer's economic base (e.g., fishing, fish processing, marine transportation, off-shore 
oil development, and tourism); give priority to those uses, and minimize conflicts among industrial, 
commercial and recreational uses.

OSR (OPEN SPACE—RECREATIONAL)

Promote public recreational opportunities while protecting natural and scenic resources. Give priority 
to pedestrian uses over motor vehicles uses and preserve public access to the tidelands. All 
development proposals in the district will be evaluated in terms of their compatibility with natural 
hazard and erosion potential and their effect on scenic vistas and public access.

CO (CONSERVATION)

 Intent The conservation district is applied to sensitive public and in some instances private 
lands that are critical to the maintenance of fish and wildlife resources, serves important 
watershed protection areas, or serves other key environmental functions. These lands are 
to be maintained in an undisturbed and natural state, except for enhancement projects. 
Private landowners may agree to have this designation on their property. The Green 
Infrastructure map discussed is an important reference in identifying conservation areas. 

 Primary Use Acceptable uses in this district include undeveloped open space, parks with 
passive recreation activities and facilities (e.g., wildlife viewing, nature walks, educational 
and interpretive uses) and other uses that do not change the character of the land or disrupt 
fish and wildlife. Passive recreation activities are secondary to habitat protection and 
enhancement. Private landowners may agree to have this designation on their property.

 Development standards include: 
- Where applied to private lands, specific development strategies and standards are 

needed to balance the interests of private land owners with the need for protection of 
functionally valuable, sensitive natural areas. 

- Consider requiring a 100 foot habitat buffer on all lands bordering the airport area 
conservation zone, as discussed under the East End Mixed Use zone.

BCWP (BRIDGE CREEK WATERSHED PROTECTION DISTRICT)

Prevent degradation of water quality and protect the Bridge Creek Watershed to ensure its continuing 
suitability as a water supply source for the City's public water utility. Restrict land use activities that 
would impair the water quality or increase the cost for treatment.
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